Asymmetric substitution patterns: a review of possible underlying mutational or selective mechanisms
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Abstract

In the absence of bias between the two DNA strands for mutation and selection, the base composition within each strand should be such that \( A = T \) and \( C = G \) (this state is called Parity Rule type 2, PR2). At a genome scale, i.e. when considering the base composition of a whole genome, PR2 is a good approximation, but there are local and systematic deviations. The question is whether these deviations are a consequence of an underlying bias in mutation or selection. We have tried to review published hypotheses to classify them within the mutational or selective group. This dichotomy is, however, too crude because there is at least one hypothesis based simultaneously upon mutation and selection. © 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

 Chargaff (1950) experimentally determined \( A = T \) and \( G = C \) equal frequencies when analysing both DNA strands together. Three years later, Watson and Crick (1953) determined the DNA secondary structure and stated the base-pairing rules that explain such frequencies. More surprisingly, these equalities are still observed within each strand (Lin and Chargaff, 1967). Under no-strand/bias conditions, when mutation and selection have equal effect on both strands, there are six possible substitution rates instead of 12, as stated in the Parity Rule type 1, PR1 (Sueoka, 1995). The rationale for this is as follows: since substitution rates are scored on one strand, a change such as \( T \rightarrow C \) in a given strand results from either a \( T \rightarrow C \) substitution on that strand or an \( A \rightarrow G \) on the complementary strand. The type-2 parity rule, PR2 can be formally derived from PR1 (Lobry, 1995) to give the base frequencies within each strand at equilibrium: \( A = T \) and \( G = C \). Moreover, convergence to PR2 is also expected when the substitution rates are not constant over time (Lobry and Lobry, 1999). Any deviation from PR2 implies asymmetric substitution: the result of different mutation rates, different selective pressures, or both, between the two strands of DNA. There are two principal ways of studying asymmetric substitution: phylogenetic reconstruction of base substitution and detection of deviations from PR2.

In the first method, asymmetries are detected by aligning homologous sequences, estimating the substitution matrix and comparing the frequencies of complementary changes. Wu and Maeda (1987) used this method to test for asymmetric substitution in a region of the \( \beta \)-globin complex of primates. They did detect asymmetries, but since origins and termini of replication of their data were not known, their results are not reliable, as shown by Bulmer (1991), who re-examined an adjacent region of the human \( \beta \)-globin complex. Francino et al. (1996) used the same method to search for asymmetric substitution in eubacteria. They found a difference between complementary changes \( C \rightarrow T \) and \( G \rightarrow A \) when scoring substitutions on the coding strand. The advantage of this method is that it directly detects the number and type of substitutions, but the access to a suitable data set is rather limited because of the difficulty of finding orthologous sequences with an adequate divergence time.

The second method (Lobry, 1996a) builds on the analysis of the DNA sequences for deviations from \( A = T \) and \( G = C \) frequencies. In 1990 such deviations in SV40 were interpreted as evidence for asymmetric mutation pressure because of a polarity switch at the origin.
of replication (Filipski, 1990). GC AT skews and are measured for example as the quantity of \((C-G)/(G+C)\) and \((A-T)/(A+T)\) along a DNA sequence using a sliding window. Lobry (1996a) showed the existence of GC and AT skews in the genome of *Haemophilus influenzae* and in parts of the *Escherichia coli* and *Bacillus subtilis* genomes. There is a disadvantage to this method as it is indirect, but the increasing number of completely sequenced genomes allows an extensive analysis of the variation in nucleotide composition within and between genomes. Several recent studies used this method to analyze mitochondrial, viral and bacterial genomes (with emphasis on the latter) for compositional asymmetries, revealing systematic deviations from PR2 in these genomes.

In bacteria, the deviations switch sign at the origin and terminus of replication, such that the leading strand of replication is generally richer in G than in C, and in T than in A. Absolute values for AT skews tend to be lower than for GC skews. Grigoriev (1998) measured skews over all bases and found that the leading strand generally contains more G than C. Third codon position skews show a GT-rich leading strand in all eubacteria (Francino and Ochman, 1997; McLean et al., 1998) except in the *Mycoplasmataceae* species, where it is CT-rich (McLean et al., 1998), and in *Synechocystis*, where no skew was detected (McLean et al., 1998; Mrázek and Karlin, 1998). Archaeabacteria generally do not skew (Karlin et al., 1998; Mrázek and Karlin, 1998), except for *M. thermoautotrophicum*, where a weak skew has been detected (McLean et al., 1998; Rocha et al., 1999).

Compositional studies of all genome positions in several bacteria report a correlation between purine and pyrimidine strand excess (Freeman et al., 1998), and an excess of keto bases (GT) over amino bases (AC) in the leading strand (Freeman et al., 1998; Perrière et al., 1996). Rocha et al. (1998) observed compositional asymmetries between the leading and lagging strand genes at the level of nucleotides, codons and amino acids. Additionally, a strand compositional asymmetry was confirmed in the complete genomes of *B. subtilis* (Kunst et al., 1997), *E. coli* (Blattner et al., 1997), *Rickettsia prowazekii* (Anderson et al., 1998) and *Treponema pallidum* (Fraser et al., 1998).

The deviation divides the chromosome into two segments that are homogenous for GC(AT) skews, called chirochores (Lobry, 1996a) in analogy with isochoress (Bernardi, 1989), which are domains of mammalian chromosomes with homogenous GC content. Chirossores coincide with replicohores (Blattner et al., 1997), so that skews switch sign at the origin and terminus of replication. This polarity switch allows for the confirmation of the origin of replication. The method was used to predict the origin in *Mycoplasma genitalium* (Lobry, 1996b), *R. prowazekii* (Anderson et al., 1998), *T. pallidum* (Fraser et al., 1998) and *Borrelia burgdorferi* (Fraser et al., 1997), where the origin could not be detected (because of a lack of consensus patterns) or had not yet been detected experimentally. There is now experimental evidence that the replication origin is located where it was predicted in *B. burgdorferi* (Picard et al., 1999).

An early study of the bacteriophage \(\lambda\) genome (Daniels et al., 1983) reveals base distribution skew in this molecule, but gives no biological interpretation for the skew. Recently, Mrázek and Karlin (1998) observed asymmetric substitution in some herpesviruses and in the phages \(\lambda\) and T7, and Grigoriev (1998) detected skew in adenovirus type 40.

During revision of this article, several additional publications appeared, showing the existence of strand asymmetries for instance in chloroplasts and ds DNA viruses (see Note added in proof).

Generally, there are two ways of looking at the evolutionary changes of nucleotide composition: the selectionist and the neutralist point of view. These hypotheses differ in the estimate of the role of selection on base substitution. The neutralist hypothesis assumes that the average composition of non-coding DNA depends on a bias of selectively neutral mutations which accumulate during evolution. As an example, there are two main theories that explain the origin of isochoress. According to the selectionist hypothesis, isochoress are the result of positive selection for GC content as an adaptation to the high body temperature in warm blooded vertebrates (Bernardi et al., 1985). GC content would thereby be the result of positive selection for the functional advantages of the GC content itself. The mutational hypothesis assumes that the compositional biases of mutagenic processes are different in structurally and functionally distinct segments of DNA (Sueoka, 1988, 1992). This hypothesis is based on directional mutation pressure, and must therefore be regarded as being neutral rather than selective. Similarly, selective and mutational theories can be developed for the origin of strand specific nucleotide composition (although the selective hypotheses do not assume that asymmetric substitution is positively selected for because of a functional advantage of the asymmetry itself). Even though the mechanisms creating such patterns are not fully understood, recent publications provide us with several plausible hypotheses, which have been partly summarized in two recent papers (Francino and Ochman, 1997; Mrázek and Karlin, 1998). The idea of this review is to investigate current hypotheses and classify them as mutational or selective. There is, however, at least one
hypothesis that must be regarded as based on both mutation and selection.

2. Selective mechanisms

2.1. Bias on local scale

In organisms in which a large proportion of the genome consists of coding sequence (prokaryotes, mitochondria, chloroplasts and viruses), selective bias acting on a local scale can potentially influence global nucleotide composition. Because of the low proportion of control sequences and different species of RNA that do not translate into proteins, only protein coding sequences will be considered here.

2.1.1. Amino acid constraints

The base composition of codon positions 1 and 2 is connected with the amino acid content of proteins. Thus constraints on amino acids (for protein structure and function) could induce PR2 violation in codon positions 1 and 2. Such a selective pressure should, however, be weak because the GC content has been shown to modulate the amino acid content (Lobry, 1997; Suzuka, 1981).

Amino acid preferences in bacteria often result in PR2 violation in positions 1 and 2. Codon position 1 of E. coli has A > T and G > C, while position 2 shows the opposite skew. In B. subtilis position 1 and 2 are G-rich and G-poor respectively, and they both show A > T (Nakamura et al., 1999). The enrichment of G in codon position 1 seems to be a universal phenomenon. codon position 2 is usually biased towards A or T, and is deficient in G (Frank and Makeev, 1997; Mrázek and Karlin, 1998; Trifonov, 1987). Mrázek and Karlin (1998) pointed out that this could reflect high usage of acidic amino acids encoded by codons GAN, and that the preference of G at site 1 is further amplified by frequent usage of glycine, alanine and valine, as seen in E. coli (Lobry and Gautier, 1994). A theory based on selection for amino acid usage must be related to specific constraints on proteins such as structure, function or localisation in the cytoplasm. The following is an example of a selective model for bias in amino acid usage: the global hydrophobicity of proteins is the main factor for variation in amino acid content of proteins in E. coli (Lobry and Gautier, 1994). This is due to a selective pressure to increase the content of hydrophobic amino acids (e.g. Phe, Ile, Leu, Met, Val, Trp, Tyr) for integral membrane proteins. Because of the nature of the genetic code, the result will be an asymmetric selective pressure between coding and non-coding strand with an excess of T over A in the second position. However, this group only makes up about 10% of the total amount of proteins (Lobry and Gautier, 1994), and is probably too small to have any impact on global composition patterns.

2.1.2. Selection for function at nucleotide level

It has been suggested that rather than being the trivial result of amino-acid preferences, periodical codon composition patterns [e.g. (G-non-G-N)] have a function in mRNA−rRNA interaction in the ribosome (Laguzen- Otero and Trifonov, 1992; Trifonov, 1987). The authors found that a preference for G in the first codon position and the lack of G in the second position is universal, and the pattern was proposed to be responsible for monitoring the correct reading frame during translation. Several sites with complementary C-periodical structure were found in the E. coli 16S rRNA sequence, and the ribosome slippage was shown to be accompanied by a local disruption (frame-shift) of the periodical pattern, which supports such a hypothesis.

2.1.3. Codon bias

Although synonymous codon sites are free of selective constraints for amino-acid specification, composition at these sites may still be skewed because of bias in codon usage. Most organisms use a preferred set of codons, and selection acting on codon choice could create local asymmetries between coding and non-coding strands. It is well-known that the bias of codon usage in bacteria is related to the level of expression: highly expressed genes have a strong preference for a limited set of codons (Gouy and Gautier, 1982; Ikemura, 1981; Sharp and Matassi, 1994). Bias in synonymous codons is correlated with the relative abundance of specific tRNAs (Gouy and Gautier, 1982). Consequently, biased codon usage has been explained as the result of selection at translational level. Sueoka (1995) demonstrated that PR2 violation at the third position of synonymous codons in E. coli varies in an amino-acid-specific manner. He therefore considers it likely that the major cause of PR2 violation at these sites is the functional selection by tRNA abundance. On the other hand, McInerney (1998) showed that B. burgdorferi genes have two separate codon usages depending on whether the gene is transcribed on the leading or lagging strand of replication, although this is probably an exceptional case; the two spirochaetes B. burgdorferi and T. pallidum show unusually strong strand-specific skews in nucleotide composition. Moreover, Rocha et al. (1998) detected asymmetry in codon usage between strands in several bacteria that was distinct from the usual codon bias due to gene expression levels.

2.2. Bias on global scale

The selectional mechanisms discussed so far would generate bias on a local scale, between coding and non-coding strands in genes. If genes were oriented randomly
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2.2.1. Collisions between polymerases

According to a hypothesis originally developed by Brewer (1988), a selective pressure is expected for concordance of orientation of replication and transcription, for the sense strand of genes to be the leading strand of replication. The effects of collisions between DNA and RNA polymerases could be minimised if genes are oriented so that RNA polymerase when transcribing them, moves in the same direction as a replication fork would move during replication. Opposite orientated collisions between the replication fork and the RNA polymerase complex are therefore expected to be counterselected. Highly expressed genes seem to show a higher degree of uneven repartition (Blattner et al., 1997; Brewer, 1988). For instance, for all genomes studied by McLean et al. (1998, table 1), a higher percentage of genes encoded on the leading strand was found when considering only genes coding for ribosomal proteins compared to all genes. This supports the existence of a selective pressure to maintain biased gene orientation.

Brewer (1988) proposed that the inverse orientation is very disadvantageous because of the possible lack of solution mechanism for head-on collisions, but Liu and Alberts (1985) proved the existence of such a mechanism in E. coli. Examining the consequences of a head-on collision, they found that RNA polymerase switches its template strand to the strand that has just been synthesised by the leading strand polymerase. This creates a brief pause in replication that is longer than the pause observed for a co-directional collision. Clearly, there is a disadvantage in this head-to-head orientation, but their results show that RNA polymerase can stay on the duplex regardless of the orientation of the collision, and thus both orientations should work. If co-orientation of transcription and replication were strongly evolutionarily favoured, one would expect all genes to be encoded on the leading strand, which is not the case. The question is to what extent there exists a selective pressure to avoid head-on collisions, how this is manifested in different genomes, and if the resulting uneven repartition of genes is strong enough to contribute to global asymmetric substitution patterns.

2.2.2. The gene distribution in different genomes

The complete sequence of E. coli (Blattner et al., 1997) revealed the number of genes oriented in the replication direction to be rather low. Although the repartition of coding sequences is slightly biased towards the leading strand, the global percentage is as low as 54%. In M. genitalium and M. pneumoniae, genes are strongly skewed towards the leading strand (Fraser et al., 1995; Himmelreich et al., 1996), and in R. prowazekii there is a weak asymmetry in the gene distribution (Andersson et al., 1998). In H. influenzae gene orientation shows the same mild asymmetry as in E. coli (Fleischmann et al., 1995), and in M. tuberculosis it is slightly uneven, 59% of genes are transcribed on the leading strand (Cole et al., 1998). Examination of orientation of 96 genes in B. subtilis (Zeigler and Dean, 1990) showed 91 to be oriented co-directional with replication, and the complete genome sequence of B. subtilis revealed the density of total coding sequence to be skewed by 75% towards the leading strand (Kunst et al., 1997). Thus three species (M. genitalium, M. pneumoniae and B. subtilis) have strongly skewed gene orientation, while the rest show an intermediate or mild skew. This information has also been confirmed and compiled by McLean et al. (1998, table 1), who examined the gene distribution for a number of microbial genomes.

Genes in human mitochondria are asymmetrically distributed between strands, with the L strand containing the sense strand of the rRNAs and most of the tRNAs and mRNAs (Andersson et al., 1981). A multiplicity of gene arrangements is found in metazoan mitochondrial DNA; in some mtDNAs all genes are transcribed from the same strand; in others, both strands encode genes (Boore et al., 1995). Bacteriophages φX174 (Sanger et al., 1977) and T7 (Dunn and Studier, 1983) have all their genes transcribed in the direction of replication.

Unlike bacteria, where DNA replication starts from a single origin, eukaryotes initiate DNA synthesis from numerous origins along the chromosomes. This makes it difficult to determine whether the directions of transcription and replication are non-randomly arranged as they are in prokaryotes.

To conclude, biased gene orientation seems to be a general phenomenon in prokaryotes, mitochondria and viruses but the degree of bias varies in different organisms. However, it cannot be excluded that uneven repartition of coding sequences contributes to the compositional bias, at least for some of the genomes studied. McLean et al. (1998, fig 2) found that in some cases the direction of the skew for total DNA is opposite to the direction of skew for coding position 3, which demonstrates the impact of asymmetric gene distribution on the skew. Furthermore, both biased gene orientation and bias in codon usage are probably pronounced for highly expressed genes (see Section 2.1.3), which could perturb symmetries in base composition on a global scale, as proposed by Francino and Ochman (1997).
2.2.3. Uneven distribution of signal sequences as a result of biased selection

Publications on complete genomic sequences of *E. coli* (Blattner et al., 1997), *B. burgdorferi* (Fraser et al., 1997), *B. subtilis* (Kunst et al., 1997) and *T. pallidum* (Fraser et al., 1998) report the existence of oligomers whose distribution is skewed. Such skewed oligomers could contribute to the global skew provided that the base composition within the oligomers is also skewed. The occurrence of over(under)-represented sequences may signify a phenomenon of positive(negative) selection, indicating important roles as biological signals. Recent studies (Karlin et al., 1996; Rocha et al., 1996) have focused on the occurrence of such sequences and proposed functional roles in replication, control of gene expression, etc., but they did not investigate their potential contribution to strand compositional bias.

A computer analysis carried out on a number of complete bacterial genomes proved skewed oligomers to be a general phenomenon (Salzberg et al., 1998). An oligomer was considered to be skewed if it occurred much more often on the leading strand than on the lagging (more often than its reversed complement in a given strand), and if it was present more frequently than predicted statistically for a random oligomer. The study reveals that most bacterial genomes contain a large number of skewed octamers, in particular *E. coli*, *B. burgdorferi*, *B. subtilis* and *T. pallidum* genomes, which all have hundreds of different skewed octamers (as well as other oligomers). A problem with this approach, however, is that coding and non-coding regions are treated at the same time, so the phenomenon could be a result of uneven repartition of genes between the two strands (see Section 2.2.2).

As long as the function of the skewed sequences is unknown, which is generally the case, it is impossible to develop selective theories for their skew. No biological significance was proposed for the skewed oligomers reported in the complete genomes of *B. burgdorferi* (Fraser et al., 1997) and *T. pallidum* (Fraser et al., 1998). For the most common *E. coli* octamers, Blattner et al. (1997) proposed roles that could explain their bias. These octamers in *E. coli* form a group containing the trimer CGT, which is implicated in the priming of Okazaki fragments (Yoda and Okazaki, 1991). Furthermore, the third most abundant octamer in *E. coli* is the recombinational hot-spot Chi (χ), and none of the other octamers in the group differ from χ in a way that would inactivate χ activity. Therefore, the authors propose that the most common skewed oligomers all are χ sequences containing a primase-binding site. This arrangement would facilitate the recombinational repair that follows the cleavage at the χ site by RecBCD, because Okazaki initiation at χ would be helpful in branch migration. Such a functionality could explain their skew. However, the occurrence of common octamers containing the CGT trimer could have a more trivial explanation since CTG happens to be by far the most abundant codon in *E. coli*. Similarly, over-represented codons are found in the most highly skewed octamers of *T. pallidum*.

Kuzminov (1995) proposed another role of the χ sequence in the recombinational repair of collapsed replication forks. Single-stranded interruption in the template could cause the collapse of the replication fork, and the repair of the fork would involve a RecBCD mediated unwinding starting from a χ site. Since nicks in DNA from the preceding round of replication should be unevenly distributed between strands, this could explain the preferential orientation of χ-sites in the *E. coli* chromosome. However, the 24 most frequent octamers in *E. coli* together only make up 0.25% of the genome, and are therefore not likely to be the source for a global base composition skew.

Another theory for the function of skewed oligomers proposes their involvement in the post-replicative reconstruction of nucleoid structure (Cornet et al., 1996), at least for the terminus half of the chromosome.

3. Mutational mechanisms

Two important facts strongly suggest that strand asymmetries could be caused by mutational mechanisms. First, the violation of PR2 is pronounced at third codon positions and intergenic regions (Lobry, 1996a), where the selective pressure should be nearly neutral or at least weak. Second, the GC and AT deviations switch sign at origin and terminus of replication, which suggests a coupling with replication, repair or both.

3.1. Replication biases

Mrázek and Karlin (1998) have proposed several replication related theories such as different mutation rates between leading and lagging strand, enzymological asymmetry and architectural asymmetry of the replication fork. If semi-conservative replication is responsible for strand asymmetries, it would be so because leading and lagging strands mutate at different rates, and this would be a consequence of the functional or architectural asymmetry of the replication fork. This fundamental asymmetry is introduced to the process of replication because of the antiparallel nature of the strands and the fact that DNA polymerase only synthesizes DNA in the 5'-3' direction. Thus, the leading strand can be replicated continuously, while the lagging strand must be synthesized in a series of Okazaki fragments. This has been observed in vitro but the situation is less clear in vivo. Because of the presence of DNA repair processes, experiments do not succeed in showing that leading strand replication is continuous (Wang and Smith, 1989). If
the asymmetry of the replication fork causes strands to mutate at different rates, the question is at which biochemical step of DNA replication, editing or repair, the inequality occurs.

The high accuracy of replication is maintained by three fidelity mechanisms (Schroepfer, 1993). In the insertion step, a correct or incorrect nucleotide is added at the growing strand. Exonucleolytic proofreading is the editing step, where an incorrectly inserted nucleotide is removed by an associated 3'-5' exonuclease activity before elongation. Those errors that escape proofreading can be removed by mismatch repair, which selectively removes errors in the newly synthesized strand. The asymmetry of the replication fork suggests different protein requirements in DNA synthesis for the two strands. Since the incorporation rates differ among DNA polymerases in eucaryotes (Kunkel, 1992a,b), one could expect differences in mutation rates between strands if they use different polymerases during replication. Such an enzymological asymmetry could exist in eucaryotes but is unlikely in prokaryotes because the synthesis of both DNA strands in *E. coli* is carried out by the same polymerase, Pol III holoenzyme (Baker and Wickner, 1992, Marians, 1992). This suggests equal incorporation rate in both strands. The holoenzyme is, however, made up of two core enzymes that coordinate the simultaneous replication of the leading and the lagging strand. A functional asymmetry is imposed to the replication fork because a new Okazaki fragment must be regularly initiated. To accommodate this asymmetry, the lagging strand polymerase needs to recycle on the template (Marians, 1992). It has been shown, however, that the core enzymes are not functionally distinct (Yuzhakov et al., 1996). They both have the properties required for lagging strand synthesis, the asymmetry being implied by the helicase (Yuzhakov et al., 1996).

Therefore, neither base incorporation nor proofreading by the polymerase should differ between strands. It could, however, be that one of the strands is synthesized faster in terms of stepwise progression, as pointed out by Radman (1998). For example, it is possible that the lagging strand polymerase synthesizes faster to compensate for the time of its recycling, and therefore commits more errors in the base insertion step.

Another model for differential replication was proposed by Fijalkowska et al. (1998). According to this model, it is the difference in processivity between lagging and leading strand complexes that causes different mutation rates. Even though core enzymes are functionally symmetric, their participation in replication is highly asymmetric, and demands a difference in processivity (tendency to remain on a single template) between the polymerase complexes (Marians, 1992). The leading strand complex needs to be highly processive to stay on the template throughout replication, while its counterpart on the lagging strand is considerably less processive to allow rapid recycling. In *E. coli*, the difference in processivity is in the order of 1000-fold (Marians, 1992). The model is built on results from previous studies by the same authors (Fijalkowska and Schaaper, 1996) showing that, in addition to exonucleolytic proofreading, dissociation of the DNA polymerase from the terminal mismatch is an alternative mode of error removal since it leaves the mismatched 3' terminus free for excision by some cellular exonuclease. The differences in fidelity of diverse DNA polymerases are in fact manifested much more in their capacity to elongate after a mistake than in their tendency to make the misinsertion (Echols and Goodman, 1991), and only those nucleotide misinsertions that are followed by elongation of the DNA can become mutations. Being less processive, the lagging strand polymerase dissociates more easily from the template and leaves a mismatch free for excision. Therefore, according to this model, the lagging strand would be less error-prone than the leading one.

Mismatch repair would not act differently on the leading and lagging strand since the involved enzymes distinguish between template and newly synthesized strands. However, Radman (1998) proposes that since mismatch repair requires nicks in DNA, error correction by mismatch repair could be more efficient on the lagging strand. The discontinuous replication of the lagging strand provides such nicks, at least in vitro, which is why the lagging strand could replicate more accurately than the leading strand. Moreover, if DNA ligase is initiated. To accommodate this asymmetry, the lagging strand provides such nicks, at least in vitro, which is why the lagging strand could replicate more accurately than the leading strand. Moreover, if DNA ligase is equal incorporation rate in both strands. The holoenzyme is, however, made up of two core enzymes that coordinate the simultaneous replication of the leading and the lagging strand. A functional asymmetry is imposed to the replication fork because a new Okazaki fragment must be regularly initiated. To accommodate this asymmetry, the lagging strand polymerase needs to recycle on the template (Marians, 1992). It has been shown, however, that the core enzymes are not functionally distinct (Yuzhakov et al., 1996). They both have the properties required for lagging strand synthesis, the asymmetry being implied by the helicase (Yuzhakov et al., 1996).

Therefore, neither base incorporation nor proofreading by the polymerase should differ between strands. It could, however, be that one of the strands is synthesized faster in terms of stepwise progression, as pointed out by Radman (1998). For example, it is possible that the lagging strand polymerase synthesizes faster to compensate for the time of its recycling, and therefore commits more errors in the base insertion step.

Another model for differential replication was proposed by Fijalkowska et al. (1998). According to this model, it is the difference in processivity between lagging and leading strand complexes that causes different mutation rates. Even though core enzymes are functionally symmetric, their participation in replication is highly asymmetric, and demands a difference in processivity (tendency to remain on a single template) between the polymerase complexes (Marians, 1992). The leading strand complex needs to be highly processive to stay on the template throughout replication, while its counterpart on the lagging strand is considerably less processive to allow rapid recycling. In *E. coli*, the difference in processivity is in the order of 1000-fold (Marians, 1992). The model is built on results from previous studies by the same authors (Fijalkowska and Schaaper, 1996) showing that, in addition to exonucleolytic proofreading, dissociation of the DNA polymerase from the terminal mismatch is an alternative mode of error removal since it leaves the mismatched 3' terminus free for excision by some cellular exonuclease. The differences in fidelity of diverse DNA polymerases are in fact manifested much more in their capacity to elongate after a mistake than in their tendency to make the misinsertion (Echols and Goodman, 1991), and only those nucleotide misinsertions that are followed by elongation of the DNA can become mutations. Being less processive, the lagging strand polymerase dissociates more easily from the template and leaves a mismatch free for excision. Therefore, according to this model, the lagging strand would be less error-prone than the leading one.

Mismatch repair would not act differently on the leading and lagging strand since the involved enzymes distinguish between template and newly synthesized strand rather than between leading and lagging strand. However, Radman (1998) proposes that since mismatch repair requires nicks in DNA, error correction by mismatch repair could be more efficient on the lagging strand. The discontinuous replication of the lagging strand provides such nicks, at least in vitro, which is why the lagging strand could replicate more accurately than the leading strand. Moreover, if DNA ligase is initiated. To accommodate this asymmetry, the lagging strand provides such nicks, at least in vitro, which is why the lagging strand could replicate more accurately than the leading strand. Moreover, if DNA ligase is highly discriminative, sealing only correctly base-paired termini, ligases could confer a degree of error checking (Housby and Southern, 1998). This would occur only in the lagging strand, where Okazaki fragments are ligated after the removal of the RNA primer. However, Okazaki fragments are 1000-2000 nucleotides long, and such error screening would not contribute considerably to fidelity.

### 3.2 Experimental evidence for asymmetric replication

The distinct modes of replication in the two DNA strands have triggered hypotheses that suggest differential replication fidelity between the leading and the lagging strand. Several groups have tested for fidelity difference between strands. The general belief seems to ascribe a higher error rate to the lagging strand, but results of experimental studies on the matter are contradictory. Since it is difficult to test error rates in structural genes in natural systems, most tests involve special cases that unfortunately tell us little about a possible connection with the asymmetric base composition observed in bacterial genomes.

Kunkel and coworkers have scored mutations in eucaryotic systems (Simian 40-dependent replication in human cell extracts) (Izuta et al., 1995; Roberts et al.,
same manner as the match repair mechanisms contribute to the bias. Modifications such as oxidation, deamination and alkyla-

tion to measure deletions (Rosche et al., 1995; Trinh and Sinden, 1991) and a carcinogen-adducted gene to measure frame-shifts (VeauTe and Fuchs, 1993), strand bias in deletion rate was shown to be about 20-fold higher in the lagging strand than in the leading strand. However, these systems do not address the real difference between the two strands. The former probably involves secondary structure formation of the lagging strand template, and the latter is a special case, scoring mutation at a lesion.

The experimental design of the study by Iwaki et al. (1996) seems to reflect natural conditions more closely. Still, in CoE1 plasmids, reversion frequencies of inactivated drug resistance in a reporter gene were measured. To detect error rates generated during lagging and leading strand replication before the proofreading step, a mutator strain dnaQ49 was used as it is deficient in 3’–5’ exonuclease activity. Results showed that frequencies of three frame-shift and one point mutation were at least 10–100-fold higher in the lagging strand than in the leading. The authors consider it unlikely that mismatch repair mechanisms contribute to the bias. However, CoE1 plasmids do not replicate in the same manner as the E. coli chromosome (Marians, 1992), requiring for example an extensive synthesis by DNA polymerase I. A study by Fijalkowska et al. (1998) was performed in an E. coli chromosome and involves the measurement of lac reversion frequency by base substitution for the two orientations. Mismatch and proofreading deficient strains were used to detect intrinsic error rates between strands. In contrast to the study of Iwaki et al. (1996), the results propose that the lagging strand is more accurate.

Thus both the studies of Fijalkowska et al. and Iwaki et al. measure intrinsic error rates between leading and lagging strand using strains deficient in proofreading (and mismatch repair in the former study). They both propose that these rates differ between strands, but the results are in contrast concerning which strand is more error-prone (Fijalkowska’s model was discussed in Section 3.1). The question is therefore which (if any) result could explain the observed strand asymmetries. Differences in mutation rates could yield asymmetries in base composition if error rates differ between complementary mismatches. For transitions, the T·G and G·T mispairs dominate over complementary A·C and C·A mispairs (Mendelman, 1989). Therefore, the more error-prone strand would be relatively richer in GT. For transversions, the data are more heterogeneous, but it seems as if pu·pu mismatches are more common at the insertion step (Fersht and Knill-Jones, 1981; Topal and Fresco, 1991). The strand committing more errors would then accumulate purines. The leading strand in bacterial genomes is enriched in GT (Perrièt et al., 1996), and it has also been proved purine-rich in some genomes (Freeman et al., 1998) (although this is probably not a result of biased mutation, see Section 5). This would be more in agreement with Fijalkowska’s model, in which the leading strand is the more error prone. Moreover, only base substitutions would be relevant for the explanation of asymmetric substitution patterns and the study of Iwaki et al. involves three frame-shifts and only one point mutation. However, as both of the studies use strains deficient in proofreading or mismatch repair, one cannot dismiss the possibility that the detected fidelity difference can be compensated for in natural systems, so that no asymmetric substitution patterns would be generated by these fidelity differences.

3.3. Cytosine deamination theory

The asymmetric structure of the replication fork introduces a difference between strands in the amount of time spent single-stranded. This is important because single-stranded DNA is more exposed to damage. Concerning base substitution mutagenesis, not only replication or repair errors but also spontaneous chemical modifications such as oxidation, deamination and alkylation may be frequent sources of mutations (Lindahl, 1993). DNA base residues are susceptible to hydrolytic deamination, and the main targets for this reaction are cytosine and its homologue 5-methylcytosine (Kreutzer and Essigmann, 1998; Lindahl, 1993). The high frequency of C→T deaminations may explain why G·C→A·T transitions dominate the spectra of mutations in E. coli (Echols and Goodman, 1991). Deamination of cytosine leads to the formation of uracil, which pairs with adenine during replication causing a C to T mutation. In normal circumstances, because of the Watson–Crick base pairing, nucleotides are effectively protected against hydrolytic deamination. C deaminates 140 times faster when present in single-stranded DNA than in double-stranded DNA (Frederico et al., 1990). According to the present-day replication model (Baker and Wickner, 1992; Kelman and O’Donnell, 1995; Marians, 1992, 1996), stretches of the template for
lagging strand synthesis are temporarily in a single-stranded state. The length of such a stretch should be at least equal to the size of the most nascent Okazaki fragment. The model involves the looping of the lagging strand that enables the simultaneous replication of both strands, and its discontinuous synthesis in Okazaki fragments. The replication fork must advance enough to allow for the looping and the synthesis of the next Okazaki fragment, leaving the lagging strand template temporarily single-stranded. Single-stranded binding proteins should not protect considerably against deamination. The results from mitochondrial (and possibly viral) genomes should not protect considerably against deamination of A to hypoxantine which base-pairs with G rather than T (Lindahl, 1993) will result in an increase in G% and T% in the exposed strand. However, if asymmetric deamination during replication were a universal phenomenon, asymmetric substitution should be seen in all bacteria, and no skew was detected in *Synechocystis* (McLean et al., 1998).

Studies on mitochondria (Jermiin et al., 1995; Perna and Kocher, 1995; Reyes et al., 1998; Tanaka and Ozawa, 1994) and viruses (Grigoriev, 1998; Mrázek and Karlin, 1998) confirm the existence of an asymmetric substitution matrix in these genomes and support the deamination theory. A strong compositional asymmetry is observed in mitochondrial genomes, and the skew is clearly higher at synonymous codon positions, suggesting the emergence of an asymmetric directional mutation pressure. The replication of mitochondrial DNA is highly asymmetric: the daughter H strand displaces the parental H strand so that the parental H strand remains in a single-stranded state until paired with the newly synthesised L strand. The parental H strand is thus exposed to damage during mitochondrial replication like the template for the lagging strand during chromosomal replication. A study on human adenoviruses type 40 (Grigoriev, 1998) shows similar results, probably because the genome replicates leaving one of the strands single-stranded while the other is being duplicated. For both mitochondrial (Reyes et al., 1998) and adenoviral (Grigoriev, 1998) genomes a correlation has been suggested between skew and time spent single-stranded. Therefore, asymmetric deamination is likely to be the reason for compositional asymmetries in mitochondrial and viral genomes (Grigoriev, 1998; Reyes et al., 1998) (see Note added in proof).

The results from mitochondrial (and possibly viral) genomes thus provide us with evidence that differences in the substitution matrix could be due to differences in the damage spectra of single- and double-stranded DNA. It is, however, possible that this model for asymmetric substitution is specific to mitochondria, and does not explain the skews in bacteria. For instance, the template for the lagging strand should spend considerably less time single-stranded than does the parental H strand in mitochondria. The mitochondrial replication can take up to 2 h, and the H strand will only be partially covered with ss binding protein (Reyes et al., 1998). Prokaryotic replication, on the other hand, proceeds with a rate of 1–2 kb/s (Kelman and O'Donnel, 1995), and the region of single-stranded DNA is considerably shorter, so the time spent single-stranded is only transient.

Both bacterial and mitochondrial genomes show lower absolute values of AT than GC skews (McLean et al., 1998; Reyes et al., 1998), which raises questions as to the soundness of the deamination hypothesis. An excess of C→T deaminations in one strand would yield equal decrease in G and increase in T in that strand which is not consistent with the greater skews often observed for GC compared to AT. However, absolute values of GC and AT skews should depend on GC content, since a GC content that differs from 50% would create a relative difference between GC and AT deviation values. Reyes et al. (1998) propose that differences between GC and AT absolute values are due to different mutation rates in α (AT) and γ (GC) bases.

4. Combination of selection and mutation

There is at least one possible mechanism that involves both selection and mutation. Francino et al. (1996) and Francino and Ochman (1997) suggested that processes which distinguish between transcribed/non-transcribed strand can account for DNA asymmetry. Transcription alone would not distinguish between leading and lagging strand, but in combination with biased gene orientation (discussed in Section 2.2.2), transcription-induced mutations could generate the compositional asymmetry between leading and lagging strand that has been observed in bacterial genomes. Therefore such a theory must be classified as being based on both mutation and selection.

4.1. Differential repair

Using phylogenetic reconstructions, Francino et al. (1996) scored frequencies of complementary substitutions in enteric bacteria. They detected asymmetries between the complementary transitions C→T and G→A, when comparing the sense and antisense strand.
The authors explain this bias by asymmetric transcription-coupled repair on the antisense strand. Replication-coupled repair is highly strand-specific in *E. coli*, the antisense strand being preferentially repaired. The strand-specificity is further amplified in transcriptionally active genes (Hanauska, 1991; Mellon and Hanawalt, 1989), which are probably also the ones with the highest asymmetry of distribution (Francino and Ochman, 1997; McLean et al., 1998). Transcription-coupled repair is known to act preferentially on pyrimidine dimers (Hanawalt, 1991; Mellon and Hanawalt, 1989). C→G to T→A mutations by insertion of A opposite C, as well as by C→T deaminations, are common in pyrimidine dimers (Hutchinson, 1996), which could explain the observed asymmetries. It could also be that preferential repair of pyrimidine dimers in the antisense strand is evolutionarily favoured because it increases the content of the less vulnerable purines in the sense strand, preventing deleterious mutations during transcription. A pyrimidine-rich antisense strand has been reported for several bacteria, bacteriophages and higher organisms (Szybalski et al., 1996).

4.2. Asymmetry of the transcription bubble

An alternative explanation for the observed C→T versus G→A asymmetry between sense and antisense strand is given by Beletskii and Bhagwat (1996, 1998). Their study shows that C to T deaminations are induced by transcription in *E. coli*, because transcription of a gene promotes deamination of cytosine only when it is present in the sense strand. This is because during transcription, like during replication (see Section 5.3), the DNA strands will be unequally exposed to damage. The sense strand is temporarily associated with mRNA and the transcription complex, whereas the sense strand may be considered to be single-stranded. Therefore, C→T deaminations would dominate in the sense strand, as observed by Francino et al. (1996).

AT and CG deviation switch at origin of replication could be explained by uneven distribution of genes between leading and lagging strands (see Section 2.2.2). Francino and Ochman (1997) consider this likely in *E. coli* because highly expressed genes tend to be coded on the leading strand. If transcription is responsible for creating strand asymmetries, we would expect higher mutation rates in highly expressed genes. There is some evidence that transcription increases mutation in yeast (Datta and Jinks-Robertson, 1995). However, no studies have reported the correlation between GC(ATT) deviations and gene expressivity that would be expected in the case of transcription-induced mutation. On the contrary, Sharp and Li (1989) and Sharp et al. (1989) showed that highly expressed genes have a lower degree of divergence, which is not consistent with a transcription-based theory.

Asymmetric deamination could occur during transcription, replication or both. The time spent single-stranded during transcription should be very transient since the transcription bubble only contains 12 nucleotides. The single-stranded stretch should be considerably longer [at least one Okazaki fragment (Mariani, 1996)] which would compensate for the higher rate of DNA polymerase relative to RNA polymerase. Furthermore, transcription-induced deamination only causes a premutagenic lesion that will have to wait for the next round of replication to become fixed. During this time the resulting uracil can be removed by uracil-DNA glycosylase and the origin sequence can be restored. When deamination occurs in the lagging strand template, the resulting U will almost immediately base-pair with an incoming A in the synthesis of the lagging strand. This generates a fixed mutation since a T instead of a C will replace the U excised by uracil-DNA glycosylase.

Mařázk and Karlin (1998) remark that the *E. coli* genome has C→T at codon site 1 and C→A at position 3 (Nakamura et al., 1999), and that this is contrary to what would be expected from C→T deaminations. However, first codon position is not free from selective pressure and it is logical that mutational bias has weaker impact on its base composition. Equal C and T values at codon position 3 should not be seen if asymmetric deamination during transcription were an important source for base composition skews, but does not contradict the theory of asymmetric deamination during replication.

5. Discussion

Compositional studies of bacterial, mitochondrial and viral genomes have established the existence of deviations from the frequencies *A*→*T* and *G*→*C* expected under no-strand-bias conditions. Skew values differ depending on what part of the genome is studied and different genomes conform differently to the predicted models. Therefore, compositional asymmetry could be a result of superposition of different mechanisms that influence base composition to different extents, and act differently in different organisms. There are, however, some common traits. Base composition skews measured at intergenic regions and third codon position (where the selective pressure is greatly decreased) are pronounced, which highlights the occurrence of a mutational bias. Skews at the genome level could be affected by amino acid constraints and codon usage when genes are organised to avoid collisions between transcription and replication polymerases.

Mutational bias could result from genuine replication or repair errors or from DNA decay generated during the process of replication or transcription. There is some
experimental evidence for fidelity difference between the leading and lagging strand of replication, but experimental conditions are rather special and results are not consistent regarding which strand is the more accurate, which makes it difficult to draw any general conclusion. This does not, however, exclude the possibility that asymmetric replication errors cause asymmetric substitution patterns.

Codon position 3 of leading and lagging coding sequence in bacteria generally show different skew values (Lobry, 1996a; McLean et al., 1998), reflecting a mutational bias that could be replicational, transcriptional or both. The GT-rich leading strand could be explained by replication- and/or transcription-induced deamination events since asymmetric C→T deamination would increase GT content in one strand. Both replication and transcription have been suggested to cause asymmetric deamination; replication-related deamination was proposed to cause asymmetric directional mutation pressure in mitochondria (Reyes et al., 1998), and deamination was shown to occur more frequently in the sense strand of E. coli (Beletskii and Bhagwat, 1996) than in the antisense strand. Deaminations should occur both in the lagging strand template during replication and the coding strand during transcription, but their relative influence on base composition asymmetry should depend on organism-specific factors such as chromosome organisation, growth rate, reparation enzymes and frequency of replication cycles. Since the degree of asymmetry varies among genomes and can be as low as 5% in E. coli, it is difficult to determine whether the phenomenon of biased gene distribution has a global impact or not, although it probably has an important influence on the base compositions of some genomes. Because highly expressed genes seem to show a higher degree of asymmetric orientation (Brewer, 1988; McLean et al., 1998), and since transcription-induced mutation events should occur more often in these, it can be argued that transcription-induced mutations could still be important, even if asymmetric orientation is low. However, this hardly explains the strong base composition in organisms such as E. coli where the gene distribution is almost random. Moreover, Rocha et al. detected that the strong compositional asymmetries between leading and lagging strand genes cause asymmetry in codon usage between the strands (Rocha et al., 1999). The codon asymmetry was distinct from the usual codon bias resulting from gene expression levels, which is in conflict with the possibility that the bias is caused by the over-representation of highly expressed genes on the leading strand.

Total genome skews are sometimes opposite to the ones observed for third codon position. This suggests an impact of amino acid constraints on codon positions 1 and 2 on the global skew, but should only be seen in genomes where distribution of genes is strongly uneven (B. subtilis, M. genitalium, M. pneumoniae) (McLean et al., 1998). This supports the idea that base composition skews could be influenced by differences between coding and non-coding strand because of biased gene orientation. Mrázek and Karlin (1998) suggest that biased gene orientation is the main cause of strand compositional asymmetries in Mycoplasma species and in B. subtilis. In the E. coli genome, on the other hand, the G-rich tendency of the leading strand is still seen when analysing all the positions of the genome (Mrázek and Karlin, 1998), probably because gene distribution is not asymmetric enough to let amino acid constraints and codon usage contribute to the skew. Freeman et al. (1998) detected a purine excess correlated with coding excess in several bacteria, most strikingly in M. jannaschii and M. thermoautotrophicum. The authors suggested a link with replication, but a purine-rich coding strand should rather reflect amino acid constraints, as pointed out by McLean et al. (1998).

Among the genomes studied by McLean et al. (1998), the largest skews were detected in B. burgdorferi and T. pallidum. This probably indicates a greater tendency in these genomes to be influenced by asymmetry-causing mechanisms; asymmetry between strands in B. burgdorferi has even been shown to be strong enough to cause separate codon usage between strands (McInerney, 1998). As mentioned above, the Mycoplasma species have a different GC skew at third codon position, the leading strand being enriched in CT (McLean et al., 1998). The deamination theory could still hold for these genomes. When the discriminant power of synonymous codons was compared (in Mycoplasma species as well as in E. coli and H. influenzae), leading coding sequences were found to be enriched in codons containing G and T (Perrière et al., 1996). The CT-richness in the leading strand of Mycoplasma species contrasting with the GT-richness in other genomes might have a simple explanation. Mycoplasma species globally contain more C than G at codon position 3 by about 6%. Since the gene orientation is strongly biased (more than 70% of the genes are encoded in the leading strand), counting all codon position 3 on the leading strand could generate an excess of C over G.

There is no skew present in archaela genomes of M. jannaschii and A. fulgidus (Mrázek and Karlin, 1998; McLean et al., 1998), and only a weak skew was observed in M. thermoautotrophicum (McLean et al., 1998). It has been speculated that archaela, like eucaryotic genomes, possess multiple origins of replication (Olsen and Woese, 1997), which could explain the absence of skew. Several eucaryotes show no distinct strand asymmetry (Karlin et al., 1998). However, although GC and AT skews are weak or do not exist in archaelbacteria, studies that show a skew of one or several oligomers around a single pair of points provide evidence for a single origin in M. thermoautotrophicum.
(Salzberg et al., 1998; Lopez et al., 1999), *P. horikoshii* and *P. furiosus* (Lopez et al., 1999) found AT-rich elements and inverted repeats near the putative origins in these genomes, which further supports the existence of a unique origin of replication in archaea. If asymmetries in eubacteria are produced by the replication system, it could be that the reduced skew in archaea is due to differences in the replication system compared to eubacteria. In fact, archaeal replication proteins look more like eucaryotic than prokaryotic replication proteins (Edgell and Doolittle, 1997).

In conclusion, different mechanisms seem to contribute to the base compositional skews, generating results that depend in part on the chromosome organisation of the organism studied. To make a long story short, at the present time we have strong evidence for asymmetrical directional mutation pressure in mitochondria and some viruses, evidence in some eubacteria, little evidence in archaea and no evidence in eucaryotes. Evidence in chloroplasts appeared during revision of this article (see Note added in proof). The cytosine deamination theory seems to be the best explanation for the origin of asymmetrical directional mutation pressure. If gene distribution is biased, skews produced by replication asymmetry could be counteracted or pronounced by transcriptional bias, codon usage and amino acid constraints.

The biological significance of asymmetrical directional mutation pressure is close to zero for regular biologists as it does not fit into the structure/adaptation scheme: there is no meaning in terms of fitness for the chirochore structure in bacteria or for the skew gradient in mitochondria. There is no doubt that if the chirochore structure were not able to predict, as a by-product, the location of terminus and origin of replication, biologists would not care about it. From an evolutionary point of view, however, existence of asymmetric substitution patterns could be less meaningless. It has been suggested (Furusawa and Hirofumi, 1998) that an asymmetric global mutation rate between the two DNA strands could be advantageous by allowing high mutation rates while still preserving optimal genotypes at a population level. If the asymmetric deamination of C→T is the major source of spontaneous mutation, global mutation rate between the two strands should be different.

6. Note added in proof

During the revision of this paper, some additional articles of great interest were published. A study by Grigoriev (1999, Virus Res. 60, 1–19) reveals compositional asymmetry between leading and lagging strand in 22 complete sequences of ds DNA viruses. Possible contributions of transcription and replication (and their associated repair mechanisms) are discussed along with other potential sources of strand bias. Similarly, in the chloroplast genome of *Euglena gracilis* (Morton, 1999, Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. 96, 5123–5128), the two strands are asymmetric with regard to nucleotide composition. Li (Computer and Chemistry Special Issue, 23, 283–301) has examined all completely genome sequences for strand asymmetry, analysing the base composition asymmetry at the three codon positions separately. Furthermore, Cerbrat et al. (1999, Physica A 265, 78–84) have confirmed asymmetric base composition of third codon positions in *E. coli* and proposed that asymmetric replication is the source for this. The relation between replication-associated mutational pressure and amino-acid composition of proteins has been investigated by the same authors (Mackiewicz et al., 1999, Genome Res. 9, 409–416), who have also analysed the sources of asymmetry in nucleotide composition in prokaryotic chromosomes (Mackiewicz et al., 1999, J. Appl. Genet. 40, 1–14). Finally, Lafay et al. (1999, Nucleic Acids Res. 27, 1642–1649) have detected asymmetric codon usage and amino-acid composition between leading and lagging strand genes in the spirochaetes *B. burgdorferi* and *T. pallidum*. They suggest that translational selection is absent or ineffective in these spirochaetes, and consider it unlikely that the different compositions of genes and proteins between the two strands is the result of natural selection.
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